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Abstract
Parallel composition in a static setting introduces algebra, in the form
of static process algebra, as a modelling tool at the level of primary school
mathematics. Static process algebra may play the role of a prearithmetic
algebra. Multi-dimensional counters can be used to measure the number
of components in a static process expression.
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1

Introduction

This paper carries on with the work in [2, 3] with focus on concurrent systems.
Following these papers I will take the remarkable preview of forthcoming educational material in DPII [15] as a source of inspiration. With that material in
mind I will describe how to provide access from first principles to the concept of
a concurrent system. The motivation behind this development is that expressions for denoting concurrents systems can be taught very early on in a primary
school mathematics (PSM) course, and in my view potentially and productively,
if not preferably in advance of any significant arithmetical teaching. I will call
a theme in algebra pre-arithmetical (and a particular algebra pre-arithmetic),
if it can be taught in advance of any arithmetic.1 In more detail the following
objectives wil be envisaged:
1. To illustrate that expressions and formulae are like drawings. One may
design these at will and one may impose one’s own perspective on meaning.
This flexibility must be made aware to students as early as possible, very
much like it is being done with drawing, music, and physical movement.
The precision of mathematics is not a property of its immutable and rigid
notation, on the contrary.
2. To demonstrate that it is meaningful to introduce a sort of systems (of
some kind) and to define expressions for denoting elements of that sort.
3. To illustrate how functions on concurrent systems may be defined.
4. Establishing the central role of concurrent composition as a constructor
for systems (system expressions).
5. To demonstrate the notion of a model as an abstraction from some form
of reality, illustrating that the same reality may be modeled in different
ways, and that the same model (static process expression) may describe
different realities (real scenes).
6. To demonstrate that formal systems modelling may in principle precede
the appearance of arithmetic and numbers.
7. To illustrate how numbers and operations on numbers arise within the
concurrency modelat hand.
8. To equip counting at once with a dimensional version such that counts
of different types may be added in a multidimensional setting. Indeed
apple is a dimension just as meter, but I work under the hypothesis that,
as a dimension, it can be taught at an earlier stage of development of
arithmetical skills and competences.
1 In terms of inclusion at a reference level I consider static process algebra to be a plausible
candidate for inclusion in a forthcoming level 1/2F as indicated in [14].
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2

Counting and scene modelling

In DPII we find pictures and photographs of real life scenes that provide an
incentive for counting and for arithmetic. More specifically the idea is that if
a set of k containers each contains l items of some kind K then in total there
are (we have access to, one sees, one observes, one has etc.) k × l items of
kind K. These matters are illustrated graphically very clearly. An underlying
assumption is that a student is able to count the number of items of some kind
in a picture independently of its modular structure.
In particular some scenes concern a plurality of transparant containers each
containing an identical number (l) of some kind (K) of item. I consider the
static mechanics of these pictures and their relation to numbers as a source of
inspiration for the work below. Static process algebra is meant as a notation for
a missing link in between of the pictures and the arithmetical notations that is
descriptive of the same pictures.

2.1

Counting in the sums of unit notation

Although static process algebra may be introduced without any preliminary
introduction to numbers and counting I will look at an order of presentation
where a very limited presentation of arithmetic is presupposed.
A highly rudimentary presentation of a structure of natural numbers is found
by means of a constant 1 and an operation −+− on number expressions which is
used in a repeated manner for all arities above 1. This leads to expressions like
1, 1 + 1, 1 + 1 + 1, etc. This presentation for natural numbers may be called the
SoUNNN (sums of unit natural number notation). It may be augmented with
a zero (written 0) serving the role of an empty sum, thus obtaining SoUzNNN.
In spite of its very basic outlook, from a logical point of view SoUNNN is not
entirely trivial given that addition works as follows: in order to add say 1 + 1
and 1 + 1 + 1 we need to understand that a binary and a ternary use of addition
glue into a quintenary use of addition: (1 + 1) + (1 + 1 + 1) = 1 + 1 + 1 + 1 + 1.
One might claim as an objection to this presentation that counting in SoUNNN
presupposes the ability to count the number of arguments of repeating versions
of addition, but I consider that objection unproblematic for the given purposes.
Use of SoUNNN in teaching depends on the possibility to find manners to
work with the notation and to exercise those processes in a meaningful manner.
Examples of such exercises are these:
1. To inspect a picture of say 5 apples and to write 1 + 1 + 1 + 1 + 1 as a
model for it.
Here the idea is that one uses the natural number expressions (NNE’s) to
write what one sees. That is done for instance by writing that “the picture
contains the following NNE” of apples. This seems to be the essence
of counting: finding a natural number expression which “expresses” the
quantity of some class of entities or events.2
2 The

correspondence between a scene and its count needs to be made explicit informally
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2. A similar question for a drawing of 4 pears; this exercise points to the
fundamental abstraction of counting: abstraction from what is counted.
3. and for 7 oranges, further abstraction from what is counted.
4. The request to compose a scene with 1 + 1 + 1 + 1 + 1 + 1 many apples
(given sufficiently many apples and an originally empty scene). Uncounting requires the adittional information of what was counted and a supply
to those items.
5. Exercises that make use of counting in inter-agent communication. This
works the other way around. One uses the NE’s to communicatie how
many apples one wishes to obtain. Can you give me 1 + 1 + 1 + 1 apples?
And so on.

2.2

Introducing 2, 3, etc.

Next one may introduce 2 for 1 + 1, thus 2 = 1 + 1. This allows simplifications:
1 + 1 + 1 = 2 + 1 = 1 + 2, and 1 + 1 + 1 + 1 = 2 + 2. We also need 1 + 2 = 2 + 1
(and 2 + 1 = 1 + 2?) It can now be shown that every expression with a number
of 1’s can be written as an expression with at most one 1. This statement can be
demonstrated by means of examples, its proof with induction on the structure
of expressions is probably not a matter of PSM.
A systematic name for this notation is SoU2NNN without and with zero:
SoUz2NNN. Now similar questions are posed and one is supposed to find number
expressions with at most one 1 as models for the scenes.
As a further step we may write 2+1 = 3, and use x+y = y+x in calculations.
Again it can be asked to write numbers is a simplest form: either a repeated
sum of 3’s, or a repeated sum of 3’s with a 2 added to it, or with a 1 added to
it, or an empty sum. A systematic name for this notation is SoU23NNN. 3

2.3

Multiplication

Multiplication of two NNE’s may be understood as follows: 1 × X = X,
(1 + 1) × X = X + X, (1 + 1 + 1) × X = X + X + X, and so on. As an example
we find: (1 + 1) × (1 + 1) = 1 + 1 + 1 + 1. Obviously in this context multiplication
requires very little calculation. Repeated substitution suffices, as in the context
of SoUNNN multiplication is merely repeated substitution.
by means of some reference to the notion of a 1-1 correspondence.
In my view counting is not connected to decimal notation, nor does it have a bias towards
an ordinal use (counting as enumeration) of numbers over a cardinal use (counting as size
determination) of numbers. In fact I see some preference for a cardinal view of small natural
numbers as being the more important one and the more easily accessible one.
3 This notation applies in the absence of zero, while the presence of zero may be indicated
with an additional “z”: SoUz23NNN.
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2.4

Using brackets

The story of the sums of unit notation becomes conceptually simpler if only a
binary addition is used and brackets are allowed. In that case there is no underlying count of arities which is begging the question of where counting begins.
Technically that is not simpler, however, as the proper role of commutativity
and associativity of addition must be asserted. There are at least two ways to
go: (i) associativity is considered a justification for omitting brackets, and (ii)
omitting brackets is a mere abbreviation and brackets must be reintroduced in
a specific manner (e.g. association to the left) when reasoning about natural
number expressions is done.
Now both conventions come with specific complications and I feel that it
is critical for the idea of pre-arithmetical algebra not to make use of either
convention and to allow repeated use of infix operations such as − + − without
any hesitation. The way in which a plurality of such multi-argument operations
might be construed in terms of a single two-place function is a topic in postarithmetical algebra rather than in pre-arithmetical algebra.

3

Scene modelling with static process algebra

We now imagine teaching material featuring sentences such as: “in figure X (a
photograph) you find two baskets containing 4 apples each; together you see 8
apples.”
I claim that such figures and texts speak of systems an that the word system
may be used right from the start of mathematical teaching.

3.1

Preliminary issues: reality versus its pictures

Some preliminary preliminary questions require attention, not so much because
clearcut answers to these questions must be provided in order to make progress
but because each path of development will be confronted with such questions in
its own manner:
• Can we subsume counting of items in a scene description under modelling?
(I would say yes.)
• Are pictures (an in particular photos) a part of a realistic approach to be
distinguished from a real approach unmediated by any pictures or images
or other descriptions? (I vote positive on this question.)
• Do we see apples or merely pictures of apples? (We see pictures of apples,
not apples.)
• And does it matter if we make that sort of distinction? (Yes, in tricky
cases it does.)
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• Are we counting apples or are we counting pictures of apples. (When
following DPII as I intend to do, we are not counting apples, we only
speak as if we are counting apples.)
• In the latter case, is counting apples a case of applying the ability to
count pictures of apples (in a realistic context) to the counting of certain
kinds of entities in a real context? (Yes, that’s how an application works
in principle. Nevertheless the generalisation of assertions about counting
items in a picture to the counting of depicted items in a depicted scene
may be wrong.)
• Can it be the case, if only in principle, that (a) there is an underlying
theory of counting which applies to models like pictures, and (b) that this
application of that theory to the real world reveals some kind of mistake
in the theoretical work? (I hold that this form of mismatch is impossible
in principle.4 )

3.2

Reasoning principles in a realistic setting

In a realistic setting we talk and reason about pictures and other descriptions
(models) as if these are the underlying reality. The following considerations
apply to that:
1. The photo of a display with baskets and apples can be considered a model
of a reality with baskets and apples. By reasoning about the picture we
may obtain information about the underlying reality. Then it must be
taken into account that the underlying reality must be understood at the
time of producing the picture, and not at the time of rendering it.
2. If the photo is turned into a picture providing much less information but
providing a highlighted subset of it that facilitates a particular form of
interpretation, once more a model is found of the original scene.
3. It may be useful to use formulae and expressions as models for a scene,
rather than pictures (drawings or photo’s) or sentential text.
4. When contemplating scenes it is a great simplification (which must be
applied in practice with great care, however) to take a photo for the underlying reality (thus obtaining a realistic setting), and to speak of the
items realistically displayed on the photo in terms of instances of the entity types that these are images of.
4 But one must consider the case that the picture of a scene provides multiple images of
the same item which may erroneously be taken for images of different items. The theory that
may turn out to be refuted in such a case includes both the mathematics of counting and its
application to models (pictures) of a scene, as well as a generalisation of that application to
the analysis of true scenes.
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3.3

Static Process algebra

Instead of counting items in a scene a more detailed modelling in terms of
expressions can be imagined. Let A represent an apple (that is a single apple),
P a pear, and O an orange.
Now it is plausible to think in terms of systems composed with − || −,
an operator representing the parallel (concurrent, simultaneous) composition
of two systems. Then A || A represents (models) the concurrent presence of
two apples, and A || A || A represents the concurrent presence of three apples,
A || A || A || A models the simultaneous presence of 4 apples, and so on. The
expression A || P || A || O models the simultaneous presence of two apples, a
pear, and an orange.
Just as addition can be repeated, concurrent composition can be repeated
and for each number of items there is a repetition of − || − which allows the
concurrent composition precisely that number of items. One may understand
this as a generalised form of counting but that’s not quite right as an intuition,
because in counting the core idea of simultaneity gets lost.
An important property of parallel composition is commutativity: x || y =
y || x. Thus e.g.: A || P || A || O = A || O || A || P , an equation that follows
after two applications of commutativity.
The static aspect of static process algebra relates to the idea that components
have a single state only, whereas in process algebra in general components may
perform state transitions. However unusual this notation may seem at first sight,
using − || − (or variations thereof) for the concurrent composition of systems
has a long tradition in informatics.5 I hold the view that in a period of less than
40 years parallel composition has become the most important operator in that
part of theoretical computer science which deals with concurrent system design,
and in addition parallel composition constitutes the most manifest novelty that
theoretical informatics has brought to pre-existing logic and mathematics.

4

Working with dimensions: applecount as a dimension

The specific aspect of A in a process expression is the indication of the present
existence of an object of type apple. One may, however, think about a plurality
of apples that need not coexist in time but that may be have successive existences. With A I will denote the unit of “appleness”. This is more abstract
than A, that is if we see an A we may also observe A, that is one unit of A. I
will write A = 1 · A. Now A + A represents two units of appleness in whatever
modality. Different modalities are: concurrently existent, subsequently existent
in future and or past, being required by another agent, being expected to be
delivered, being needed for some purpose, being for sale, being for rent, having
5 For my own experience with the use of notations for concurrent/parallel composition I
refer to work on concurrent processes in [10] (and papers cited there) and on multi-threading
in [6, 7] and to work on the composition of sequential services in [11, 8].
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been bought, being in the possession of an agent, having been lost by an agent,
etc.
At this stage an interesting simplification is possible: A + A = 1 · A + 1 · A =
(1+1)·A = (2)·A = 2·A. An expression t·A with t a natural number expression is
a specific quantity expression (alternatively a dimensional quantity expression).
For pears a similar simplification reads: for instance P + P = 3 · P. It follows
that natural number expressions are shared by quantities for different types.
Further it makes perfect sense to add specific quantity expressions for different types of quantity: 2 · A + 3 · P (when featuring in connection with describing
some scene) indicates that some mix of two specific quantities plays a role (in
that scene).

4.1

Applecount extraction

We introduce #A (−) as a function, named applecount extraction, which counts
the number of apples in a system description. We find these defining equations:
#A (A) = 1,
#A (P ) = 0,
#A (O) = 0,
#A (S1 || S2 ) = #A (S1 ) + #A (S2 ).
It follows that #A (A || A) = 2. For other component types a similar counting
operator can be introduced. We find: #A (A || O || A) = 2, #O (A || O || A) = 1.
Dimensional applecount #A (−) is defined by #A (S) = #A · A. A similar
definition works for other item classes.
Dimensional counts can be added without leading to confusion, which is the
main argument in favour of the use of dimensional counts. Component count
takes a finite collection C of component types and reads thus:
X
#C (S) =
#c (S).
c∈C

As an example, with C = {A, P, O} one finds:
#{A,P,O} (A || O || A || P ) = 2 · A + P + O.

4.2

Abstraction from rotation symmetry

Being liberal about what constitutes a system has become quite common in
informatics, and I consider that to be of great value. Having, and permitting,
some freedom in the design of expressions for systems is nowadays the rule rather
than the exception. If we denote a box with 2 items x and y with b(x, y) then
we find the following system expression for two as system consisting of two of
such boxes both containing 2 apples b(A, A) || b(A, A). An appreciation of the
model of this depicted scene may precede becoming aware that 2 + 2 = 4.
9

If one assumes that the box is symmetric in that it is invariant under a
rotation of 180 degrees, one may express that state of affairs with the equation
b(x, y) = b(y, x). This equation allows models to be somewhat more abstract
under the mentioned invariance assumption.
Counting operations can be extended to boxes by requiring that:
#A (b(x, y)) = #A (x)+#A (y), #A (b(x, y)) = #A (b(x, y))·A, and #C (b(x, y)) =
#C (x) + #C (y).
A box with four items may be written b(−, −, −, −). Rotation invariance
of the four item box over 90 degrees is modeled by the equation b(x, y, u, v) =
b(u, x, v, y). Counting operators are extended in an obvious manner to this case.
Other boxes may be introduced, such as the 6 items box which is often used for
apples and oranges (though less for pears).
At this stage a non-trivial equivalence can be defined on system expressions:
being models of the same scene. I will write S1 =mss S2 for this equivalence.
It turns out that =mss is completely axiomatised by equations that have been
listed above.
Exercises regarding this theme may ask to build scenes from system expressions and to use manipulation of the scenes in order to evaluate =mss equivalence. Another way to look at the matter is that scenes are equivalent
if corresponding models are =mss -equivalent, a property which can be demonstrated by means of the given axioms.

4.3

An alternative: flexible position boxes

Instead of writing b(x, y, z, u) for a box with 4 items one may write alternatively
b4 (x || y || z || u). This notation has the advantage that it insists in using − || −
for concurrent composition, whereas b(x, y, z, u) uses −, − as a non-commutative
version of concurrent composition in the context of a box. I will speak of flexible
position boxes (of a given maximum capacity) thus marking a contrast with the
rigid position box b(x, y, z, u).
Now it must be secured that a box with capacity 4 will not have more
than 4 item in it (while it may contain fewer objects). Working with a as an
additional value that indicates an error, just as in the common meadows of [12],
the equation b4 (x || y || z || u || v) = a expresses that a container (box) with too
many items in it is erroneous. An additional equation required for this setup
reads: a || x = a.6
Modelling containers in terms of flexible position boxes works at a higher
level of abstraction than with rigid position boxes, and by consequence dealing
with rotational symmetries of boxes is made redundant.
6 The use of a may be avoided if the overflow of a box is represented by, say an empty box,
e.g. written b0 (). This way of dealing with design errors is similar to the choice of 0 for 1/0 in
the (involutive) meadow of rational numbers in [13], or the choice of other rational values for
1/0 in non-involutive meadows in [9]. The need to deal with expressions having problematic
values or at least to discuss such expressions has been discussed in the PSM literature, for
instance in [16] and in [17].
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4.4

Nested containers with variable sizes

One may imagine that containers have a size in addition to a capacity. Now
the context is different from that of boxes with apples or oranges. Assuming
that A, P, O represent atomic items, one may imagine that a box, say b34 (−) of
(maximum) capacity 4 and size 3 size 3 may contain atomic items as well as
boxes of capacity 4 or below with size less than 3. Counting functions may be
extended hierarchically through layered boxes. Counting functions may take
the number an type of boxes into account as well, and boxes may be considered
components in their own right.
One may imagine a construction kit allowing the construction of such hierarchical structures and the modelling of such structures in a corresponding static
process algebra. In addition septic process algebra expressions may be taken as
descriptions of constructions that are to be realized.

5

Concluding remarks

Static process algebra is a very simple from of process algebra which I expect to
be amenable to being transformed into teachable material for students at a most
introductory level. This algebra may be taught in advance of arithmetic and in
particular in advance of calculating with natural numbers in decimal notation.
Rather than installing the intuition that expressions and formulae a fixed,
determined, and rigid, one may convey the idea of a world of expressions which
may serve a s a carrier for the student’s wish to design his or her own tools of
expression.
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Properties of this particular paper

The first Appendix contains information which is specific for this paper, the
subsequent Appendices provide the necessary explanation. Frequently a section
of paragraph merely contains a pointer to the corresponding section of paragraph
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A.2.1

NPP Subseries on I4PSM

“Informatics for primary school mathematics (I4PSM)” is coined as the name
for a theme within Minstroom Research. For that theme a subseries of the NPP
series is maintained. The paper is the second entry in that subseries, which is
reflected in its extended code: Minstroom Research NPP#9 I4PSM#3.
A.2.2

Rationale for I4PSM as a theme within Minstroom Research

For this rationale I refer to the corresponding subsection of NPP#7 (I4PSM#1) [2].
A.2.3

Subseries rationale

For this rationale I refer to the corresponding subsection of NPP#7 (I4PSM#1) [2].

A.3

Minstroom Research Document Class

This paper has document class B in the Minstroom Research Document classification scheme. This scheme is detailed in Appendix C. This classification
refers to the body of the paper with the exclusion of the Appendices.
A.3.1

Justification of this particular Minstroom Research document
classification

In this particular case the classification in class B has the following motivation:
1. The nopreprint status is intentional, submission to a (selectively) peer
reviewed publication outlet is not intended. (This indicates Minstroom
Research as an appropriate affiliation bringing with the need for classification in A B, C, or D). Forthcoming agreement of any peer review
system with the design decisions in the paper is not sought. Striving for
peer reviewed publication makes much more sense after classroom testing
of teachable material on static process algebra has been done.
2. Subsequent academic research on the basis of the content of this work is
not foreseen by the author. Subsequent research, whether academic or
non-academic, on static process algebra per se is not foreseen either. This
paper brings static process algebra to a point from where valorisation is
conceivable. In particular subsequent development into teachable material is supposed to be doable from this stage and potentially rewarding.
Working this way within Minstroom Research towards material that can
be used in practice is also intended.
3. The paper contains no novelty claims and does not (intend to) contradict
existing literature either.
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A.4

Defensive novelty analysis

A nopreprint ought to be equipped with a so-called defensive novelty analysis.
An explanation of this this notion as well as an explanation of why it is needed
in the case of a nopreprint is given in Appendix B below). For this paper I put
forward the following arguments:
• The work proposes so-called static process algebra, a minuscule fragment
of known process algebras, and expresses the expectation (or rather the
hope) that static process algebra can be taught in primary school before
the first principles of arithmetic have been taught.
• There is no technical content that might be wrong. No novelty of any
technical aspect is claimed.
• The only potential novelty of the paper lies in the very idea that parallel
composition might be prior in teaching to all operators from arithmetic.
As such it constitutes an invitation for experimentation with novel content.
• The paper does not formulate proposals on how other persons ought to
work or on how they may understand certain concepts.
• The proposed relation between static process algebra and arithmetic seems
to be new. Yet no claim of novelty can be made given the limited exposure the author had to literature that surveys options for teaching nonarithmetic mathematical content before arithmetic is taught.

B

Formalities and policy statements I: about
nopreprints

This Appendix begins with brief historical remarks concerning the possibly novel
ideas that are put forward in this Appendix as well as and in the following
Appendix. The remaining part of this Appendix spells out the details an rational
of nopreprints as a novel class of papers and publications.

B.1

Remarks on micro-history

For these remarks see the corresponding section in [2].

B.2

Nopreprints and micro-institutions

This Paragraph and subsequent Paragraphs with are identical (modulo the renaming of MRbv into Minstroom Research) to the corresponding Paragraphs of
MR NPP#6, and are not repeated here for that reason.
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C

Formalities and policy statements 2: using a
private micro-institution as an affiliation

This Appendix is identical to Appendix C (modulo the renaming of MRbv into
Minstroom Research) of MR NPP#6, it will not be repeated here for that
reason.
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